
Dear __________,

   I have lived on Potrero Hill for 40 years and have been a member of the Potrero Hill Archives 
project for 30 years which I now direct. I am writing in response to the Draft E.I.R. for Pier 70. Abigail 
Johnston and I have written two books on neighborhood history for Arcadia press: San Francisco’s 
Potrero Hill and Potrero Hill: Then & Now. We are at work on another book for Arcadia on Dogpatch 
featuring Pier 70 history. While there is a great deal of important historic preservation in the plans for 
Pier 70, we strongly object to the treatment of Irish Hill. Site maps in the E.I.R. show proposed 
buildings along Illinois, 22nd, and the new 21st Street, surrounding Irish Hill. The placement and 
heights of these buildings would make Irish Hill invisible from the main access to Pier 70, Illinois 
Street. Irish Hill is a landscape feature which tells several stories central to Pier 70’s history. Although 
plans preserve the hill itself, the hill’s relationship to the larger neighborhood would be lost. Hiding 
Irish Hill in a courtyard would make this fundamental history much less available to residents and 
visitors.

  Here are photos of a model I made on a map from the EIR showing Irish Hill from 4 sides and from 
above with and without the proposed buildings surrounding it. The buildings to the east are actulaay 
proposed to be higher (90 feet) than the 60 foot ones here. A professionally made 3D model of the 
Pier 70 project is absolutely necessary and should be made. Why is there none? Why is Irish Hill 
Playground not shown in photos made from digital models? 

From Illinois Street:

  



From 21st Street:



From 22nd Street:  



From Louisiana Street:



From Above:



  The landscapes of the Potrero Hill and Dogpatch neighborhoods were perhaps the most 
dramatically shaped lands in San Francisco. Huge sections of Potrero Hill east of Pennsylvania Street 
were successively cut away beginning in 1867 to make pathways for trains. The steep wall with tiered 
planting above 280 Freeway is not a natural wall but was carved from the serpentine rock of Potrero 
Hill. Mission Bay was filled in bit by bit over many years using this rock and city garbage. Most of 
Mission Creek and Islais Creek have been filled in. 
  Irish Hill was once an eight or nine city block neighborhood. A ninety step stairway gave access to a 
lively neighborhood of immigrants who contributed to the growth of industry which made San 
Francisco a competitor in world markets. No other neighborhood of workers was as closely connected 
to Pier 70’s industries as Irish Hill. Irish Hill was also successively cut away to create space for 
industrial expansion. The spoil from this carving away was used to fill water-lots to the east, a 
dramatic land reclamation process which expanded the shipyards in land used after 1941. Irish Hill 
today is the one remaining landscape feature which tells this story. 
 It’s certain that future excavations around and on Irish Hill will uncover artifacts from the community 
of workers who once lived there. These artifacts will tell us more about the consumer behavior of the 
several immigrant groups who settled in boarding houses, flats and small homes there. 
  It’s worth mentioning that in our experience the stories of how Potrero Hill and Dogpatch landscapes 
were shaped are unknown to many residents and to almost all visitors. Irish Hill today is the one 
remaining fragment of the original ‘Potrero’, as the neighborhood was known, which tells this story. 
Isolating Irish Hill in a courtyard would cut it off from its context, making those stories obscure or 
invisible. 
  We thank Steven Herraiz for his research on Irish Hill. Although we’ve been researching 
neighborhood history for many years, his presentation of Irish Hill history at our 2014 Potrero Hill 



History Night completely changed how we saw Irish Hill. We strongly recommend his presentation to 
anyone who wants a better understanding of Irish Hill. You can see his presentation at :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUZ6qhcI7fg. 
 In summary, I feel a relocation of proposed buildings on Illinois Street would be the best way to 
include Irish Hill in the exciting plans for Pier 70. A substantial reduction in height would allow Irish Hill 
to remain visible but would be less effective in maintaining its connection to the neighborhood. 
Criterion 3 in the Draft E.I.R. calls attention to elements associated with a distinctive period. Criterion 
4 calls attention to landscape features which help us understand the landscape. Criterion 4 also notes 
refuse features which tell us about the consumer behavior of socioeconomic groups, and of 
significant land reclamation features. These criteria make it clear that hiding Irish Hill behind buildings 
would be a terrible loss. The creative teams working on plans for Pier 70 will be able to revise their 
current plans to make the neighborhood’s history and Irish Hill visible. 

                  Sincerely,   Peter Linenthal          director
                                    Abigail Johnston         secretary
                                             Potrero Hill Archives Project  

Photos make Irish Hill history vivid. This 1918 view shows densely settled blocks on Irish Hill:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUZ6qhcI7fg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUZ6qhcI7fg


This 1918 photo shows how Irish Hill was part of the fabric of the neighborhood : 

         



By 1930 many Irish Hill buildings had been torn down but the Irish Hill still loomed over neighboring 
industrial buildings. Seen from Pennsylvania Street on Potrero Hill, Irish Hill was prominent : 

This map shows the original outline of Irish Hill in black. The white area within it is Irish Hill today.   


